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 Jenn Crowell has been an amazing artist to work with during the semester. By the time she was eighteen, 
she had published her first novel, Necessary Madness. Even though the novel was published at a young age and 
she did not have previous knowledge in writing books, it printed more than 150,000 copies. An article describes 
her work to be an “extraordinary talent for language…The writing is polished and the voice authentic.” From the 
description of Crowell’s work, her writing is not the average “coming of age” novel, but rather offers an extensive 
imagination of moving forward, even when hope seems to stray behind. Aside from writing other novels, like her 
most recent Etched on Me, published in February of 2014, Crowell is also a mental health activist. Throughout the 
semester, we have been able to talk to Jenn on several occasions, and have learned more about her work and 
dedication to changing the negative stigma that someone with mental health carries around with them. Jenn 
herself is a recovering self-harmer, and is very vocal and open about her experiences. Although she does not 
directly provide information on her life through her novels, Crowell still likes to connect her writing to her 
activism, serving as a pathway of knowledge. That personal insight and honesty allowed us to gain a new 
understanding of Jenn’s work and to build a connection with her. However, she also maintained that while her 
own experiences do play a role in her writing, her novels are still works of fiction rather than memoir. 
Furthermore, the rest of the e-book will present images, interview questions and answers, and Jenn’s personal 
experience with social media and mental health. We hope you enjoy the read!  

Writing the Active Mind !
Author and Activist: Jenn Crowell speaks on her personal 
experiences with social media and battling mental health

http://writingtheactivemind.wordpress.com
http://writingtheactivemind.wordpress.com
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For both our podcast and our video essay, we actually ended up using the same 
material about Jenn Crowell’s career and life. We acquired this audio material 
through a recorded phone interview. In the phone interview, Jenn gave us so 
many great answers about how she got to where she is as both an author and 
an activist. Our podcast for the interview ended up being nearly an hour long 
just because we had so much trouble editing down all the excellent responses 
and experiences Jenn provided for us. Everything she said was so informative 
and enlightening, and we just felt all of it was worthwhile to include in the 
podcast. 

  
When we began working on the video essay portion of our semester-long 
project, we planned to conduct a new interview with Jenn to get some new 
material for the video. However, emergencies and scheduling issues came up, 
and we forced us to select excerpts from the original interview to use in the 
video. Because we had so much trouble whittling down the podcast, we 
decided to narrow our focus for the video and to center it around Jenn’s 
ongoing and inspiring work as an activist seeking to end mental illness stigma 
even through her authorship. In the video essay, we also discussed the stigma 
and discrimination people with mental illness face every single day – both in 
relatively small ways and in relatively big ways. We even discussed other 
artists like Jenn (such as Demi Lovato and Zelda Roberts) who use their artistic 
abilities and/or their position in the public eye to fight for an end to this 
stigma. Like Jenn, these artists also plead for support for people suffering from 
mental illness. 
  
Now, for this new e-book, we will be incorporating brand new responses from 
Jenn about how she utilizes social media for her career, her activism, and her 
personal life. While we will obviously be tying our video essay back into 
themes we focused on previously (such as mental health and writing), we will 
be getting a whole new perspective from Jenn about a new and refreshing 
topic. Fortunately, her answers this time around are just as insightful as her 
answers from the previous interview. Jenn discusses how social media has 
become a tool for finding a community, speaking out about injustice, and 
sharing one’s own personal journey. For Jenn, social media plays an important 
role in her life and career, but she also has her own criticisms of the way people 
have come to use and view social media. Her responses are engaging, 
enlightening, and just plain interesting, as they allow us to see a glimpse of 
the role that social media plays in her own life. Not to mention, Jenn’s answers 
have actually inspired us to reexamine our own views on and uses for social 
media in order to see the potential of a platforms that we once overlooked, as 
well as to move past the cyber hurdles that were holding us back from that 
potential.   
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Writing the Active Mind:   How and when did you begin to get involved with 
social media? 
Jenn Crowell: I got involved with social media in late 2008/early 2009, but 
back then it was just for personal use. I really started using it in earnest 
professionally in 2011, I'd say. !
WTAM: How much time do you dedicate to social media? Do you use it 
regularly? Why or why not? 
JC: I will be the first to admit that I could be more effective with social media if 
I used it more consistently. Sometimes life just gets in the way, and sometimes 
I'm in a necessary phase where my focus is on hunkering down to write without 
distraction. But during the times right before and right after a book launch, I 
use social media extensively. !
WTAM:   In what ways do you feel that using social media has benefitted you or 
your work? 
JC:  On the marketing end, I've been able to do some pretty cool promotional 
activities via social media (virtual book club events, hosting a Twitter chat). 
Social media has also been a great medium in which to speak out about the 
issues that I'm passionate about. Every time I post a rant or opinion, I fear I'll 
alienate people, but every single time I've taken that risk I've had people thank me 
for doing so. !
WTAM: Do you think social media has helped you find and build an audience or 
community? 
JC:  I've made fellow writer friends on Twitter, and have found it to be an 
awesome tool while attending conferences like AWP. Everyone uses the same 
hashtag and answers questions like "Hey, where can I go to eat tonight if I'm 
sick of the hotel food?" or raves about a reading they went to. That feels like 
true community building in a very organic way. 
As for audience for my books specifically? I don't think interacting on Twitter 
influences sales directly at all. But if someone reads my tweets and finds them 
insightful, they may be inclined to at least look up my work. I think it's 
important to have extremely realistic expectations of what social media can do 
for you. There's so much hype about it that I think expectations can easily 
become inflated. !
WTAM: As a writer, do you see any potential in social media as an effective 
writing medium? 
JC:  As a novelist, I'm maybe the wrong person to ask! The thought of writing 
actual fiction in 140-character bursts sounds completely terrifying. !

Jenn Crowell on Social Media
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WTAM: What forms of social media do you think are most helpful for self-promotion and/or advocacy and why? 
JC:  I have personally had excellent luck with Twitter, and Facebook to a lesser extent before their algorithms 
changed and made it impossible for your posts to reach people without paying to boost them. Twitter is wonderful 
as an advocacy medium give its fast pace, ability to respond nimbly to breaking events, and requirement that you 
make your messages as concise and insightful as possible. !
WTAM: Do you think there are certain limitations or problems when it comes to social media as a platform?  
JC:  Definitely. There's so much pressure to be using it constantly, coupled with a sense of "Oh, God, if I don't learn 
this new platform fast or post every single day on every single platform, my career's going to languish." Which is 
so not true! The only way your career will languish is if you stop writing. But it's so easy to forget that. 
And it can be a complete and utter time suck. I feel like refreshing your social media feeds is the 21st century 
version of channel-surfing. !
WTAM: How do you think your work as a writer and an activist would be different without social media? 
JC:  I would probably be a more prolific writer but not as effective of an activist. So I guess it all balances out! !
WTAM: What change would you like to see in social media and the way social media is used? 
JC:  I would love to see more emphasis on using it mindfully, with less hype and cult of personality around social 
media "expertise." And I would love to see strategies tailored for different literary genres (some have really strong 
built-in online fan communities, and others tend towards a readership that's more reluctant to embrace social 
media). There are a lot of broad brushstrokes being made, but I'd much rather see the fine-tip Sharpie version. !
WTAM: How do you think the ongoing changes in social media will continue to influence/affect your work as well 
as your involvement in social media? 
JC:  Everything's getting way more visually-oriented, which freaks me out a bit as I have a vision impairment and 
can't imagine myself doing a YouTube video! But I've found ways to communicate via images that serve as a new 
form of activism. I've taken psych ward selfies; I've posted handwritten manifestoes about the impact of trauma 
and the bravery it takes to sign yourself into a hospital 2 weeks after publishing a novel about self-harm recovery. 
At first I just posted them on my personal Facebook wall, but people kept sharing them and encouraging me to 
make them public. Talk about a leap of faith, but people have responded so, so positively.

Jenn Crowell on Social Media (continued)
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After looking over Jenn Crowell’s responses to our questions about social media, we were reminded of the article “If 
Walt Whitman Vlogged” by Kenneth Goldsmith from the New Yorker. This article, which we read for class earlier in the 
semester, talks about writers who turn to social media for creative expression. Goldsmith writes, “Along with Tao Lin, 
Steve Roggenbuck is one of the bright stars of Alt Lit, an online writing community that emerged in 2011 and 
harnesses the casual affect and jagged stylistics of social media as the basis of their works—poems, stories, novels, 
tweets, and status updates.” While Jenn herself clearly expresses in the interview that she does not use her social 
media as a platform for creative writing, she does turn to social media sites like Twitter as a general platform to voice 
her opinions, ideas, and thoughts. Jenn is using Twitter as a form of personal expression to share her own 
experiences and perspective with a larger community – similar to the poets turning to Twitter to express themselves 
within a larger community of online poets. Her approach may not be entirely the same, but we definitely saw some 
parallels between Jenn’s use of Twitter and the online poets’ use of Twitter. 
  
Furthermore, because traces of Jenn’s personal experiences and perspectives are present in her novels as well as her 
tweets, we would even argue that — in some ways – Jenn’s tweeting is even more closely tied to her work as a writer 
than it might seem on the surface. Jenn has expressed how much her own personal ideologies and life events have 
played a role in helping her craft her fiction, and since she also uses her social media primarily as a platform to 
document her life and perspective, we find a definite link between her social media use and her work as a writer. 
Furthermore, in her novels, Jenn is reaching  out to an audience and is hoping to provide fair representations of 
people with mental illness. Likewise, Jenn uses her social media to help her followers understand mental illness and 
to fight stigma associated with mental illness. Jenn may not be microblogging her novels through social media, but 
she has definitely found a to reflect her goals a novelist through her use of social media. 
  
The New Yorker article also discusses how the Alt Lit writers operate as an open community for self-expression. Jenn 
has also mentioned the community she has found through her use of Twitter and social media, as she mentioned in 
our interview with her. She says, “Every time I post a rant or opinion, I fear I'll alienate people, but every single time 
I've taken that risk I've had people thank me for doing so.” Jenn has used Twitter to connect with people personally 
on a level that was not possible before, much life the Alt Lit writers are connecting in new ways by sharing their works 
directly online. 
  
Sure, the Alt Writers may be using social media in very a different way than Jenn Crowell is using social media. Still, 
there are definitely some strong parallels that can be made between these two very different kinds of writers when it 
comes to their goals and objectives for social media.



After reading and talking to Jenn, asking her questions and getting more of an in depth insight on all she does and her 
beliefs, Laurie and I believe that there is a hopeful future for those suffering from mental health issues. As we mentioned 
before in our podcast, there has been more attention being paid to issues on mental health. In a world where illnesses are 
far from scarce, there is minimal awareness on issues of mental health. With some research, the statistics that we found 
were astonishing, and eye-opening to say the least. The following are only a few of the facts that we became aware of: 1. 
About a quarter of the population will experience some kind of mental health problem in the course of a year, with mixed 
anxiety and depression the most common mental disorder. 2. Women are more likely to have been treated for a mental 
health problem than men and about ten percent of children have a mental health problem at any one time. 3. Depression 
affects 1 in 5 older people. 4. Suicides rates show that men are three times as likely to die by suicide than women. 5. Only 
1 in 10 prisoners has no mental disorder.  !
We discussed in our podcast that recent celebrities have been more vocal on issues such as depression because of the 
passing of beloved Robert Williams. Although it is disappointing to know that people were not as interested in learning 
and understanding before the tragedy, it is still important that more awareness is now being made to the issue. As for 
Jenn, we believe that if she continues her writing and advocacy, she can create more change than she knows. Jenn 
mentioned during her interview that she strongly believes artists have the ability to use their work as a means of 
broadcasting their advocate work. If she continues to do so in her writing, we believe that she will only gain more 
popularity. But, we do not mean popularity as in fame, but rather the popularity that allows for her to feel successful in 
bringing more insight on an issue that is so sensitive, yet so significant in the lives of millions of people.  !
Social media is and will continue to be the main source of outreach. It is crucial for Jenn and other advocates and artists to 
stay in touch with their supporters through media such as twitter, blogging, Instagram, FaceBook, whatever it may be. 
Social media opens the doors to many opportunities. Half of the lives of the rich and famous are known because social 
media causes it to go viral. Therefore, if artists such as Jenn used social media to their advantage, they will be able to touch 
the lives and gain the support of new viewers, and get their point across. Social media although sometimes carries a 
negative connotation, must be taken as a useful tool to create change, and use all of its positive tributes to good use.  

Closing Thoughts
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http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/help-information/mental-health-statistics/UK-worldwide/
http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/help-information/mental-health-statistics/common-mental-health-problems/
http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/help-information/mental-health-statistics/men-women/
http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/help-information/mental-health-statistics/children-young-people/
http://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/help-information/mental-health-statistics/older-people/
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